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Analysis of Clock Proteins in Mouse SCN
Demonstrates Phylogenetic Divergence of the
Circadian Clockwork and Resetting Mechanisms
This view of the mammalian clock has been reinforced
by the recent identification of mouse homologs of Dro-
sophila clock genes (reviewed by Reppert, 1998; Dunlap,
1999). Five genes and their products are identified as
necessary for normal circadian function in the fly. period
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back loops (see Glossop et al., 1999). At the heart ofNeurobiology Division
this cycle is a direct interaction between dPER and dTIM,Hills Road
which stabilizes these proteins and facilitates their nu-Cambridge CB2 2QH
clear entry and transcriptional regulatory actions.United Kingdom
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ble to that of the fly. CLOCK/BMAL1 heterodimers drivePediatric Service
transcription of a family of three period genes (in theMassachusetts General Hospital and
mouse designated mPer1±mPer3) (Gekakis et al., 1998;Harvard Medical School
Sangoram et al., 1998; Jin et al., 1999). Two crypto-Boston, Massachusetts 02114
chrome genes, mCry1 and mCry2, and output genes are
also transcriptionally regulated by CLOCK/BMAL1 het-
erodimers in the SCN (Jin et al., 1999; Kume et al., 1999).Summary
Products of the mPer and mCry genes feed back to
inhibit CLOCK/BMAL1-mediated transcription, closingThe circadian clock in the suprachiasmatic nuclei
the circadian loop. Mutations of Clock, mPer2, and(SCN) is comprised of a cell-autonomous, autoregula-
mCry1 and mCry2 compromise circadian function intory transcriptional/translational feedback loop. Its mo-
mice (Vitaterna et al., 1994; van der Horst et al., 1999;lecular components include three period and two cryp-
Zheng et al., 1999), consistent with their central role intochrome genes. We describe circadian patterns of
the clock loop.expression of mPER2 and mPER3 in the mouse SCN
In contrast to the proposed roles of the mPer andthat are synchronous to those for mPER1, mCRY1, and
mCry genes in the mammalian clock feedback loop, themCRY2. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments demon-
role of the mouse timeless gene (mTim) in clock functionstrate in vivo associations of the SCN mPER proteins
is not known. Most groups have found that neither mTim
with each other and with the mCRY proteins, and of
mRNA nor the protein are rhythmic in the SCN under
mCRY proteins with mTIM, but no mPER/mTIM inter- constant conditions (Koike et al., 1998; Sangoram et al.,
actions. Examination of the effects of weak and strong 1998; Zylka et al., 1998b; Hastings et al., 1999; Takumi
resetting light pulses on SCN clock proteins highlights et al., 1999; Tischkau et al., 1999). Recombinant mTIM
a central role for mPER1 in photic entrainment, with does not facilitate nuclear entry of mPER in mammalian
no acute light effects on either the mCRY or mTIM cell lines, nor does it enhance the transcriptional effects
proteins. These clock protein interactions and photic of mPER in vitro, although mTIM can inhibit CLOCK/
responses in mice are divergent from those described BMAL1-mediated transcriptional activation (Sangoram
in Drosophila. et al., 1998; Jin et al., 1999; Kume et al., 1999). Any role
of mTIM in the loop must thus occur after nuclear entry
of mPER and mCRY.
Introduction The fly clock is reset by photic suppression of dPER/
TIM activity. Light-induced degradation of dTIM (Myers
Circadian timing is a conserved feature of eukaryotes et al., 1996; Naidoo et al., 1999) is mediated by the
(Aschoff, 1984; Pittendrigh, 1993). In mammals, the prin- photoreceptive molecule dCRY (Emery et al., 1998; Ceri-
cipal circadian oscillator lies in the hypothalamic supra- ani et al., 1999). In contrast, the expression of mPer1
chiasmatic nuclei (SCN) (Klein et al., 1991; Weaver, and mPer2 appears to be an entry point for photic en-
1998). The SCN clockwork is cell autonomous (Welsh trainment in mammals. mRNA abundance for these
et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1997; Herzog et al. 1998). Current genes increases in the SCN after nocturnal light expo-
models of this cellular oscillator are based heavily on sure that would reset the clock (Albrecht et al., 1997;
findings from Drosophila and Neurospora and focus on Shearman et al., 1997; Shigeyoshi et al., 1997; Zylka et
a negative feedback loop centered on a transcriptional/ al., 1998a), whereas antisense oligonucleotides directed
translational cycle in which the expression of putative against mPer1 inhibit the resetting actions of light and
ªclock genesº is suppressed periodically by their protein glutamate (Akiyama et al., 1999).
products (Dunlap, 1999). It is now clear that a model for the mammalian circa-
dian clockwork based on extrapolation of the Drosophila
model is inadequate. Understanding of the clock de-§To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: mh105@
pends on analysis of the properties and behavior ofcam.ac.uk).
k These authors contributed equally to this work. native clock gene products, both mRNA and protein, in
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the primary clock tissue, the SCN. In the present study, mPer1 and mPer2 mRNA levels were assessed in ad-
jacent sections from a subset of the animals used towe examined clock protein interactions and photic re-
sponses in the mouse SCN. Immunocytochemistry and generate the protein rhythms, allowing direct compari-
son of mRNA and protein cycles (Figure 1b). The mRNAWestern blots demonstrate circadian expression of
clock proteins mPER2 and mPER3, complementing our cycles for the two genes in the SCN were similar, al-
though there was a tendency for the rise in mPer2 RNAprevious reports on mPER1 and mCRY1 and mCRY2
(Hastings et al., 1999; Kume et al., 1999). An array of to be delayed by 2±4 hr relative to mPer1, consistent
with previous reports (Zylka et al., 1998a). Both mRNAsmPER/mPER, mPER/mCRY, and mCRY/mTIM interac-
tions were detected in vivo. Unlike the well-described reached peak levels between CT 6 and CT 10 and started
to fall as soon as the expression of the mPER proteinsPER/TIM interactions in Drosophila, there was no evi-
dence of mPER/mTIM interactions in the SCN. Examina- approached their circadian peak. Only when protein lev-
els were at their nocturnal nadir did mRNA expressiontion of the effects of weak and strong resetting light
pulses on SCN clock proteins implicates a central role start to increase. As a result, the protein cycles were
delayed by about 6 hr relative to the mRNA cycles underfor mPER1 in photic entrainment. In striking contrast to
the situation in the fly, there were no acute effects of both entrained and free-running conditions. The tempo-
ral relationship of the mRNA and protein rhythms islight on either the mCRY or mTIM proteins in the SCN.
Thus, clock protein interactions and photic responses consistent, therefore, with the proposed role of mPER
proteins in negative feedback within the circadian clockin mice have diverged substantially from those de-
scribed in Drosophila. loop (Gekakis et al., 1998; Dunlap, 1999; Jin et al., 1999;
Kume et al., 1999).
The results of immunohistochemical analyses wereResults
confirmed and extended by Western blots. Proteins ex-
tracted from microdissected SCN were probed to detectmPER1 and mPER2 Are Rhythmically Expressed
mPER1, mPER2, mPER3, and mTIM. The mPER1 anti-Nuclear Antigens in the SCN
sera consistently identified a major band of z130 kDa,Expression of mPER2 immunoreactivity (ir) in the SCN
in accordance with the predicted mass of 136 kDa (Teiwas examined and compared with that for mPER1. As
et al., 1997), although this could be resolved into tworeported previously (Hastings et al., 1999), at the end of
separate mPER1-ir bands on gels with a lower level ofthe light phase there was extensive expression of nu-
protein loading. The abundance of mPER1-ir varied withclear mPER1-ir across the SCN (Figure 1a). Immuno-
circadian phase (Figure 2a), with high levels betweenstaining of adjacent sections with anti-mPER2 serum
CT 10 and CT 13, i.e., the end of subjective day, andrevealed strong, specific expression of mPER2-ir nuclei
low levels between CT 22 and CT 01, at the end ofthroughout the SCN (Figure 1a) that was blocked by
subjective night. There was no clear evidence of system-antigen (data not shown). The nuclear localization of
atic changes in gel mobility, which might have indicatedmPER2-ir was confirmed by confocal microscopy com-
changes in phosphorylation that are a characteristic fea-paring mPER2-ir immunofluorescence with nuclear stain-
ture of dPER (Edery et al., 1994). The anti-mPER2 seraing defined by Hoechst 33528 dye (data not shown). The
distribution of mPER2-ir nuclei in the SCN was the same identified a band at z130 kDa, again consistent with the
predicted mass of 136 kDa from the primary sequenceas that observed for mPER1-ir on adjacent sections,
suggestive of a high degree of colocalization. Consistent (Shearman et al., 1997). The intensity of the mPER2-ir
band exhibited a temporal pattern comparable to thatwith mPer2 mRNA distribution, strong mPER2-ir was
also observed in piriform cortex and hippocampus, with seen for mPER1 probed on the same SCN samples (Fig-
ure 2b), with peak expression at CT 10±CT 13 and aweaker staining in neocortex and striatum (data not
shown). nadir in late subjective night. These results confirm the
synchronous nature of mPER1 and mPER2 cycles in theCoordinated rhythms of nuclear mPER1- and mPER2-
ir were observed in the mouse SCN (Figure 1b). For both SCN.
The same SCN samples were probed further formPER1 and mPER2, the rhythms in immunostaining ap-
parent in a light±dark cycle persisted in continuous dim mPER3. As anticipated on the basis of the primary se-
quence (predicted mass of 120 kDa; Zylka et al., 1998a),red light, confirming their circadian nature. Levels of
each protein reached their peak at the time of the actual the mPER3-ir band had a slightly lower mass than
mPER1 and mPER2, but it too exhibited a circadianor projected light-to-dark transition (zeitgeber time/cir-
cadian time [ZT/CT] 10±14) and were at their nadir in pattern of expression, peaking at the end of subjective
day (Figure 2c) (the anti-mPER3 serum was not suitablethe late dark phase or subjective night. At the nadir,
residual mPER-ir nuclei were apparent at the rostral pole for immunocytochemical studies). mPER3 protein car-
rying a V5 epitope tag expressed in HeLa cells ran atof the SCN and in a dorsal location in the caudal half
of the SCN. Thus, the mPER1 and mPER2 protein cycles the same mass (data not shown).
When the SCN samples were probed using the antise-in the SCN were synchronous. The abundance of mPER
nuclear immunoreactivity observed elsewhere (piriform rum to mTIM, a specific signal was observed at the
appropriate relative mass of 125±115 kDa, which iscortex, hippocampus, neocortex) did not noticeably
change with circadian phase (data not shown), although slightly below the predicted size of z138 kDa (Zylka et
al., 1998b). In contrast to the mPERs, mTIM in the SCNrhythmic expression at other neural sites cannot be dis-
counted by the available data. At no time under en- samples showed no variation with circadian time (Figure
2d), consistent with previous immunohistochemicaltrained or free-running conditions was a specific cyto-
plasmic localization of mPER1-ir or mPER2-ir observed studies indicating no rhythm of mTIM-ir in the SCN (Has-
tings et al., 1999).(but see below regarding strong resetting and mPER2-ir).
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Figure 1. mPER Proteins Are Nuclear Antigens in Mouse SCN, Expressed with Synchronous Circadian Cycles of Abundance that Are Phase
Delayed Relative to Their mRNA Cycles
(a) Immunostaining of adjacent tissue sections from a mouse sampled at ZT 14, 2 hr after lights off, reveals abundant, specific mPER1 and
mPER2-ir nuclear profiles across the SCN. Tissue was viewed under contrast interference optics to show representative unilateral SCN.
Abbreviations: V, third ventricle; oc, optic chiasm. Scale bar, 200 mm.
(b) The majority of mPER1 and mPER2-ir cells in mouse SCN (open and closed bars) exhibit synchronous cycles under both entrained and
free-running conditions, in both cases with a 4±6 hr phase lag relative to mRNA expression (linear plot).
Data are plotted as mean (6 SEM, n 5 3 mice per data point) abundance of mPER-ir cells from mice sampled in the light (open bars) or dark
phase (closed bars) of an entraining light±dark cycle, or under free-running conditions (shaded bars). Immunostaining for the two proteins
was performed on alternate sections from the same mice. ANOVA revealed a highly significant (p , 0.001) time effect, but no significant
interaction between time and protein, indicating synchronous cycles for mPER1 and mPER2 under both conditions. For the mRNA analyses,
data from individual mice at each time point were used to generate a three-point moving average as an estimate of daily and circadian cycles.
Note the decline of mRNA signal of both genes coincident with the peak in protein expression, and the increase of mRNA signal following
the nadir of the protein cycle. ZT 0 and CT 0 data are replotted as ZT 24 and CT 24 for clarity.
The circadian variation in mPER expression observed 1999; Kume et al., 1999). Immunoprecipitation with anti-
in the SCN was not detected in samples of piriform mPER1 serum revealed an association of mPER1 with
cortex obtained from the same animals used for the both mPER2 and mPER3 (Figures 3a±3c), but no evi-
SCN study depicted in Figures 2a±2d. This revealed dence for interaction with mTIM, even though mTIM was
specific bands of appropriate relative mass for mPER1, present in the samples (Figure 3d). Similarly, immuno-
mPER2, and mPER3, but with no change over circadian precipitation using the anti-mPER2 serum pulled down
time for any of them (Figure 2e). The expression of mTIM mPER2 along with both mPER1 and mPER3 (data not
also did not change over time in the piriform cortex (data shown), but again there was no evidence of association
not shown). between mPER2 and mTIM. Anti-mTIM was able to pre-
cipitate mTIM protein (Figure 3d) but did not coprecipi-
tate any of the mPERs (Figures 3a±3c). Comparable as-In Vivo Interactions between Circadian
sociations between mPER proteins, and the absence ofClock Proteins
evidence for associations between mPER and mTIM,Since previous studies in cell culture showed an array
were also observed in piriform cortex (data not shown).of mPER/mPER and mPER/mCRY interactions with sub-
mPER/mCRY complexes are known to form betweenstantial functional potential (Kume et al., 1999), we used
recombinant proteins (Kume et al., 1999). To test for thethe above characterized antisera to verify the existence
presence of native complexes, we used immunoprecipi-of such interactions in vivo. The in vivo associations
tation with antiserum against either mCRY1 or mCRY2.between the native clock gene products in the SCN were
These antisera pulled down the relevant mCRY proteinsdetected by immunoprecipitation of samples obtained
(Figure 3e and data not shown), confirming their expres-at the end of the light phase (ZT 12), when the abundance
of the mPERs and mCRYs is maximal (Hastings et al., sion in the SCN at ZT 12, the peak of expression revealed
Neuron
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Figure 2. Western Blots Reveal Circadian Expression of mPER but
Not mTIM Proteins in Mouse SCN
(a±d) The expression of (a) mPER1, (b) mPER2, and (c) mPER3 in
SCN tissue is circadian, peaking in abundance at CT 10±13 and
with a nadir at CT 01±04. The immunoreactivity for mPER1 can be
resolved into a doublet (arrows), but there is no evidence for changes
in mobility of either band with circadian phase. In contrast, the
expression of (d) mTIM in the same SCN samples, resolved as two
Figure 3. Immunoprecipitation Reveals mPER/mPER, mCRY/mPER,specific bands, did not exhibit any circadian patterning.
and mCRY/mTIM Interactions but No Evidence of mPER/mTIM Inter-(e) mPER1, mPER2 and mPER3 are also expressed in piriform cor-
actions in the Mouse SCNtex, but Western blots reveal an absence of circadian cycling (repre-
sentative data for CT 10 and CT 22 presented for comparison with Microdissected SCN tissue collected at ZT 12 was incubated with
SCN tissue). anti-mPER1, anti-mCRY1, anti-mCRY2, or anti-mTIM sera (as indi-
All blots presented were performed on the same pooled samples. cated above each lane), and the resulting precipitated proteins were
For each time point, SCN and cortical tissue were taken from the analyzed by Western blot, using antiserum against (a) mPER1, (b)
same three mice and loaded at 25 mg total protein per lane. They are mPER2, (c) mPER3, (d) mTIM, or (e) mCRY2. Blots are representative
representative of at least three independent experiments. Markers at of at least three independent experiments that produced compara-
margin indicate relative mass (in kDa). Numbers below lane indicate ble results. Arrows indicate the relevant, specific bands and marginal
circadian time of sample. All arrowed bands are specific, being figures the relative mass (in kDa). All three mPER proteins were
blocked by preincubation of antisera with relevant peptide. In addi- pulled down by anti-mPER1 serum, indicating mPER/mPER com-
tion, the specificity of the anti-mPER sera was confirmed by Western plexes. mPER1 and mPER3 were also immunoprecipitated with anti-
blot of extracts from HeLa cells transfected with mPer1 or mPer3 mPER2 serum (data not shown). There was no evidence for associa-
cDNA. None of the sera detected immunoreactive bands in non- tion between mTIM and mPER, as none of the mPER proteins were
transfected control cells. However, anti-mPER1 and anti-mPER3, immunoprecipitated by anti-mTIM serum, even though this serum
but not anti-mPER2, did reveal immunoreactive bands of appro- was effective in precipitating mTIM. Equally, mTIM was not detected
priate relative mass in cells transfected with the corresponding in complexes precipitated with anti-mPER1 or anti-mPER2 (data not
cDNA. They did not identify bands in extracts from cells transfected shown). The three mPER proteins were, however, immunoprecipi-
with other mPer cDNA. tated with both anti-mCRY1 and anti-mCRY2. These sera also pulled
down their cognate proteins (native mCRY1 was observed as a band
with a mass of z55 kDa, while native mCRY2 appeared as a doublet
by immunocytochemistry (Kume et al., 1999). Immuno- with masses of z60 and 80 kDa [data not shown]), confirming the in
precipitation of either mCRY1 or mCRY2 also lead to vivo association between endogenous mPERs and mCRYs in the
SCN. The anti-mCRY sera also pulled down mTIM, highlighting thecoprecipitation of mPER1, mPER2, and mPER3, demon-
presence of mCRY/mTIM complexes in the SCN, independent ofstrating in vivo association between the three native
mCRY/mPER complexes.mPERs and both mCRYs in SCN tissue (Figures 3a±3c).
Comparable associations between mPER and mCRY
were also observed in piriform cortex (data not shown).
(data not shown). Given that studies with anti-mPER andThe precipitation studies with anti-mCRY sera also
anti-mTIM failed to reveal mPER/mTIM associations, therevealed associations between mCRY2 and mTIM, as
data indicate that mCRY proteins form independentwell as between mCRY2 and mPER1 and between
complexes with both mPERs and mTIM. Moreover, col-mCRY2 and mCRY1 (Figure 3e). The same mCRY/mTIM
complexes were also detected in the piriform cortex lectively, the data indicate that the interactions observed
Circadian Clock Proteins in Mouse SCN
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Table 1. Light Pulses Presented at Either ZT 14 or ZT 22 (15 min, 220 mW/cm2) Have No Effect on the Abundance of mTIM-ir or
mCRY2-ir Nuclei in the Retinorecipient SCN of Mice and Cause Only a Small, Delayed Increase in the Abundance of mCRY1-ir
Time after ZT 14 light pulse (hr) Time after ZT 22 light pulse (hr)
0.5 1 2 4 9 1 2 4
mTIM
dark 158 6 15 189 6 31 156 6 13 158 6 13 156 6 48 181 6 84 154 6 4 215 6 28
pulsed 169 6 50 163 6 47 141 6 23 181 6 43 142 6 16 184 6 3 194 6 34 209 6 7
mCRY1
dark nd 108 6 27 97 6 30 104 6 20 28 6 11 47 6 37 30 6 5 8 6 4
pulsed nd 117 6 29 111 6 23 132 6 14 68 6 23** 48 6 7 26 6 7 9 6 1
mCRY2
dark nd 77 6 13 66 6 15 58 6 9 11 6 4 15 6 8 10 6 1 16 6 3
pulsed nd 74 6 10 63 6 24 59 6 20 11 6 3 16 6 5 16 6 6 19 6 5
Counts for the abundance of immunoreactive nuclei for the three gene products are presented as mean 6 SD, n 5 3±6 mice per group. Two-
way ANOVA revealed no significant effects of time or light pulse on mTIM levels nor any interaction. mCRY2 counts showed a significant time
effect at ZT 14 but no effect of treatment. mCRY1 showed highly significant effects of time at both ZT 14 and ZT 22 and a highly significant
treatment effect at ZT 14 but not ZT 22. The effect of light at ZT 14 was to increase the abundance of mCRY1-ir nuclei observed 9 hr after
the pulse.
between recombinant clock proteins in vitro do indeed ventrolateral SCN. The number of mCRY1-ir nuclei in the
ventrolateral SCN did not change within 4 hr followingoccur in the SCN in vivo.
presentation of light at ZT 14 or ZT 22. Light presented
at ZT 14 did, however, have a long latency effect onResetting Light Pulses Do Not Downregulate mTIM
mCRY1. In controls sampled at ZT 14, mCRY1-ir nucleior mCRY Expression in the SCN
were apparent across the full extent of the SCN, andSince the SCN circadian clock is reset to a new phase
there was a significant decline in the abundance ofwithin 1±2 hr of a light pulse (Best et al., 1999), molecular
mCRY1-ir nuclei from ZT 14 to ZT 23. Nine hours afterresponses to light that underlie the mechanism for reset-
a light pulse at ZT 14 (i.e., ZT 23), the abundance ofting should be apparent within that interval. Responses
mCRY1-ir nuclei in the retinorecipient SCN was signifi-to light may occur at the mRNA or protein level, or both.
cantly higher in light-pulsed mice. In control animalsStudies in Drosophila indicate that the phase-shifting
sampled at ZT 23, mCRY1-ir nuclei were evident onlyeffect of light is associated with acute light-induced
in the dorsal SCN (Figure 4a), whereas animals treateddegradation of dTIM (Myers et al., 1996) and inactivation
with light for 15 min 9 hr previously also expressedof dPER/dTIM complexes (Ceriani et al., 1999). In addi-
mCRY1-ir nuclei in the ventrolateral SCN (Figure 4b).tion, light appears to negatively regulate CRY levels (Em-
To test whether the expression of mCry was a targetery et al., 1998). To determine whether a similar mecha-
for resetting light pulses, the relative abundance ofnism underlies photic resetting in the SCN, mice were
mRNA for mCry1 and mCry2 in the SCN was examinedpresented with a brief nocturnal light pulse (220 mW/
1 hr after a pulse delivered at ZT 14 or ZT 22. There wascm2 for 15 min) at ZT 14 or ZT 22, which would be
a significant decrease in the expression of mCry1 in theexpected to delay or advance the clock by 1 or 0.5 hr,
SCN between ZT 15 and ZT 23 (two-way ANOVA, timerespectively (Best et al., 1999). Photic induction of
effect, F 5 122.6, p , 0.01), although there was no effectc-Fos-ir was examined as a positive control.
of light at either phase (mean 6 SEM; ZT 15: controls,c-Fos-ir increased significantly after light exposure at
1.48 6 0.03, versus light pulsed, 1.49 6 0.03; ZT 23:either time (see below). However, exposure to light at
controls, 1.23 6 0.01, versus light pulsed, 1.21 6 0.02;either phase was not associated with any significant
relative optical density; n 5 3 for all groups). Similarly,decline in the abundance of mTIM-ir nuclei in the ventro-
the expression of mCry2 in the SCN was not affectedlateral (c-Fos-positive), retinorecipient SCN (Table 1).
by light, although there was a significant, albeit small,The abundance of mTIM-ir nuclei did not change signifi-
time effect (two-way ANOVA, time effect, F 5 8.0, p ,cantly with time in control mice exposed to darkness,
0.05), with levels declining between ZT 15 and ZT 23nor was there any significant acute (0.5 and 1 hr after
(mean 6 SEM; ZT 15: controls, 1.18 6 0.03, versus lightpulse) or longer term (2±9 hr after pulse) change in the
pulsed, 1.16 6 0.02; ZT 23: controls, 1.12 6 0.01, versusabundance of nuclear mTIM-ir. At no stage was cyto-
light pulsed, 1.12 6 0.01; relative optical density; n 5 3plasmic expression of mTIM observed.
for all groups). The delayed expression of mCRY1 in theAs reported previously (Kume et al., 1999), mCRY pro-
SCN after light at ZT 14 was therefore not preceded byteins were observed in the nuclei but not the cytoplasm
a detectable increase in mCry1 mRNA. The induction ofof SCN and other neurons. The abundance of mCRY2-
mCry does not appear to be a target of resetting pulses.ir nuclei in the SCN was high at the end of the light
phase. Particularly strong mCRY2-ir was observed in
nuclei located in the rostral pole of the SCN and in the Brief Resetting Light Pulses Induce mPER1
Expression in Retinorecipient SCNperipheral shell of the SCN. The intensity of mCRY2-ir
and the abundance of mCRY2-ir nuclei declined with The maintenance of mTIM and mCRY protein levels in
the SCN during resetting by light demonstrates that,time after ZT 14 (Table 1), but there was no significant
effect of light on the counts of mCRY2-ir nuclei in the contrary to the fly clock, photic entrainment in mammals
Neuron
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Figure 4. Brief Resetting Light Pulses Presented at ZT 14 Cause a
Spatially Specific Upregulation of mCRY1 and mPER1 within the
SCN
(a) In control animals held in darkness, mCRY1 expression in the
SCN at ZT 23 is restricted to the dorsal zone of the nucleus.
Figure 5. Brief Resetting Light Pulses Delivered at ZT 14 or ZT 22(b) In animals exposed to light at ZT 14 for 15 min, and sampled 9 hr
Acutely Increase the Abundance of c-Fos-ir Nuclei and Have De-later, there was significant expression of mCRY1 in the ventrolateral
layed Effects on the Abundance of mPER1-ir Nuclei, in the Retinore-retinorecipient SCN.
cipient Zone of the Mouse SCN(c and d) The expression of mPER1 in control animals sampled at
ZT 23 (c) was also restricted to the dorsal zone, whereas animals (a) Light pulses delivered at ZT 14 induce strong, transient expres-
previously exposed to light (d) had mPER1-ir nuclei in both dorsal sion of c-Fos-ir and lead to increased abundance of mPER1-ir nuclei
and ventral subdivisions of the nucleus in a pattern that corre- in the ventrolateral SCN. In control animals (open bars), there was
sponded to that observed for mCRY1. little spontaneous expression of c-Fos-ir, and light caused a highly
Representative coronal sections of unilateral SCN with midline ven- significant upregulation 1 and 2 hr after exposure. The abundance
tricle (v) to the right; oc, optic chiasm. Scale bar, 300 mm. of mPER1-ir nuclei was initially high and, as anticipated, fell progres-
sively with circadian time, from ZT 15 to ZT 23 (two-way ANOVA,
time effect, p , 0.001). mPER1 levels were significantly increased
by light (two-way ANOVA, treatment effect, p , 0.001), and postdepends on regulation of other components of the circa-
hoc pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference betweendian loop. The previously reported photic regulation of
control and pulsed animals 9 hr after exposure. The mPER2 cycle
mPer1 and mPer2 mRNAs led us to test the effect of also exhibited a significant time effect (p , 0.001), but there was
brief resetting pulses on mPER1 and mPER2 expression. no overall effect of light treatment nor any interaction between treat-
As anticipated, exposure to brief resetting pulses at ment and time, indicating that under these conditions of modest
resetting the expression of mPER2 was not significantly affectedZT 14 was accompanied after 1 hr by a significant (p ,
by the light pulse.0.05) increase in the relative intensity of mRNA hybrid-
(b) Light pulses delivered at ZT 22 that would cause a very limitedization signal in the SCN for both mPer1 (dark controls,
phase advance nevertheless caused a strong induction of c-Fos in
1.15 6 0.04; light pulsed, 1.45 6 0.10; n 5 3) and mPer2 the SCN. Although there was no significant effect over time, light
(controls, 1.23 6 0.09; light pulsed, 1.64 6 0.0; n 5 at ZT 22 had an effect on mPER1 levels in the retinorecipient SCN
3). There was no significant effect of light on mPer3 (two-way ANOVA, light effect, p , 0.05), with a significant increase
over control levels 4 hr after the pulse. Expression of mPER2 wasexpression (controls, 1.21 6 0.01; light pulsed, 1.15 6
unaffected by this weak resetting pulse.0.02; n 5 3).
Data are presented as mean 6 SEM of 3±8 animals per group. OpenDespite upregulation of mPer mRNA levels and robust
bars represent control animals held in dim light, and closed bars
induction of c-Fos-ir (Figure 5a), there was no detectable represent light-pulsed (15 min, 220 mW/cm2) animals sampled 1, 2,
effect on the abundance of mPER1-ir or mPER2-ir nuclei 4, or 9 hr after the pulse.
in the ventrolateral, retinorecipient SCN (defined on ad-
jacent sections by positive induction of c-Fos-ir by light)
within the critical 2 hr interval for resetting. The high expression of mPER1-ir reached its nocturnal nadir in
control animals at ZT 23; i.e., 9 hr after the light pulse,level of mPER1-ir in the SCN early in subjective night
may obscure a short-latency response to light. When a significant elevation of the abundance of mPER1-ir
Circadian Clock Proteins in Mouse SCN
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Table 2. Extension of the Light Phase for up to 12 hr Causes Sustained Expression of mPer1 and mPer2 mRNA in the Mouse SCN
Time ZT 18 ZT 20 ZT 22 ZT 24
mPer1
Dark controls 1.18 6 0.05 1.18 6 0.03 1.15 6 0.01 1.29 6 0.05
Light pulsed 1.25 6 0.07* 1.29 6 0.08** 1.29 6 0.06** 1.30 6 0.05
mPer2
Dark controls 1.17 6 0.08 1.09 6 0.01 1.10 6 0.03 1.11 6 0.02
Light pulsed 1.68 6 0.10** 1.70 6 0.10** 1.58 6 0.09** 1.43 6 0.09**
The intensity of mRNA hybridization signal (expressed as a gray scale value relative to surrounding hypothalamus) is presented as mean 6
SD (n 5 4±8 per observation). ANOVA revealed a highly significant effect of light on both genes (*p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, versus dark controls).
nuclei could be detected. The distribution of mPER1- 2). With continued illumination, mPer1 was significantly
increased until ZT 22, and mPer2 was elevated for their nuclei within the SCN was spatially specific, being
total period of exposure to light.localized to the dorsal zone of the nucleus in control
Illumination of subjective night for 12 hr was associ-animals sampled at ZT 23 (Figure 4c) but more extensive
ated with induction of c-Fos-ir in the retinorecipientacross the SCN, including the retinorecipient zone, in
SCN, indicated by increased abundance of c-Fos-ir nu-mice briefly exposed to light 9 hr previously (Figure 4d).
clei (mean 6 SEM; dark controls, 4 6 1; light pulsed,Notably, the time course and spatial distribution of light-
38 6 8; n 5 5 and 6). Extended illumination also causedinduced mPER1-ir and mCRY1-ir following light expo-
a significant increase in abundance of mPER1-ir nucleisure at ZT 14 appeared nearly identical (Figure 4).
in the retinorecipient SCN (dark controls, 12 6 3; lightThe abundance of mPER2-ir nuclei in the SCN of con-
pulsed, 37 6 5; n 5 4 and 7). The expression of mPER2trol mice and mice exposed to light at ZT 14 declined
was also increased dramatically by the extended lightsignificantly with time. There was, however, no signifi-
pulse, counts increasing from 3 6 2 in controls sampledcant effect of light at ZT 14 on the abundance of mPER2-
at ZT 24, to 95 6 17 nuclei in mice exposed to light. Their nuclei. A trend for counts to be higher 4 and 9 hr after
strong induction of mPER proteins by the 12 hr lightthe brief pulse did not achieve significance (p 5 0.08)
pulses was consistent with the stronger behavioral ac-(Figure 5a).
tions of the manipulation, and confirmed that nocturnalPresentation of light at ZT 22 induced mPer1 mRNA
light can sustain high levels of both mPer2 mRNA andin the SCN after 1 hr (controls, 1.42 6 0.01; light pulse,
mPER2 protein. In contrast to the upregulation of1.67 6 0.04) but light at this time had no effect on mPer2
mPER1 and mPER2, the extended illumination had nomRNA (controls, 1.30 6 0.01; light pulsed, 1.31 6 0.03)
significant effect on the abundance of mTIM-ir nuclei inas reported previously (Albrecht et al., 1997). Nor did
the SCN, which remained high (dark controls, 194 6 17;light affect the expression of mPer3 (controls, 1.16 6
light pulsed, 205 6 15 mTIM-ir nuclei; n 5 8 and 7).0.03; light pulsed, 1.15 6 0.04; n 5 3 for all groups).
As noted for the delaying pulse presented at ZT 14,Light at ZT 22 was associated with an immediate and
the effect of extended illumination on mPER expressionrobust induction of c-Fos, and 4 hr later by a significant
within the SCN was spatially specific. In control animals
elevation in abundance of mPER1-ir nuclei in the retino-
not exposed to light and sampled at ZT 24, there was
recipient SCN (Figure 5b). The abundance of mPER2-ir
a small amount of residual mPER1-ir in the dorsal SCN,
nuclei was not affected by the light pulse, however, characteristic of the end of the dark phase (Figure 6a),
even though the low basal levels would have permitted whereas in animals exposed to light for 12 hr, the distri-
visualization of any light-induced increase. bution of mPER1-ir in the SCN was dramatically altered.
The dorsal staining was absent, but now cells in the
Strongly Resetting Light Pulses Show Strong ventrolateral, retinorecipient SCN displayed nuclear
Induction of mPer mRNA and Extensive mPER1-ir profiles (Figure 6b). The distribution of these
Induction of mPER Proteins in the SCN mPER1-ir cells matched directly the pattern of c-Fos-ir
Brief light pulses, which would cause modest delays nuclei on adjacent sections (Figure 6c), consistent with
of the clock, were associated with strong induction of direct retinal induction of mPER1.
mPer1 and mPer2 mRNA and modest, spatially specific The strong resetting pulse also produced a clear, spa-
induction of mPER1, but had little effect on mPER2 in tially specific effect on mPER2 expression. As for
the SCN. Weakly advancing pulses induced mPer1 but mPER1, mPER2-ir nuclei were restricted to the dorsal
not mPer2 mRNA, and were associated with increased SCN in control animals at ZT 24 (Figure 6d) and the
abundance of mPER1-ir but not mPER2-ir. To investi- retinorecipient SCN was devoid of mPER2-ir. However,
gate further the relationship between entrainment and following exposure to a strong resetting light pulse,
clock gene expression in the SCN, and to determine there was intense expression of mPER2-ir throughout
whether light can indeed regulate mPER2 levels, mice the ventral SCN (Figure 6e). Moreover, the abundance
were subjected to much stronger resetting cues. of mPER2-ir nuclei in the dorsal parts of the nucleus also
Exposure of mice to a 12 hr extension of the light appeared to increase (in contrast to mPER1-ir nuclei).
phase and subsequent transfer to continuous dim red There was a further effect of the very strong resetting
light caused large phase delays to their circadian activity pulse on mPER2, insofar as the immunoreactivity was
rhythms (mean 6 SEM, 7.09 6 1.07 hr, n 5 4). The strong not exclusively nuclear. Clear dendritic staining was ob-
resetting was accompanied by pronounced induction vious in many of these cells (Figures 6f and 6g), indicat-
ing cytoplasmic as well as nuclear localization of theof both mPer1 and mPer2 mRNA in the SCN (Table
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Analysis of clock proteins also allows an unprece-
dented examination of the mechanisms responsible for
resetting the core loop. Resetting the SCN clock by
light is rapid, occurring within 1±2 hr after initiation of
a resetting pulse (Best et al., 1999). Resetting pulses
should therefore alter acutely the level or activity of
some components of the loop. The present results dem-
onstrate that such pulses are able to affect components
of the loop at both mRNA and protein levels, in propor-
tion to the behavioral consequences of the stimulus.
No acute alterations in mTIM, mCRY1, or mCRY2 were
detected following brief light exposure, at the time
points examined. Similarly, no alterations in mCry1,
mCry2, or mPer3 mRNA were detected following light
exposure (Zylka et al., 1998a; Shearman et al., 1999, Soc.
Neurosci., abstract; present study). The only detectable
immediate effect was induction of mPer1 and mPer2
gene expression. Brief light pulses also had significant
but surprisingly (relative to the magnitude of mRNA in-
duction) small and delayed effects on mPER protein
levels.
Figure 6. Strong Resetting Pulses Cause Anatomically Specific In- These results therefore reveal a hierarchy of selective,
duction of mPER Expression in Mouse SCN
phase-dependent actions of light pulses on clock pro-
(a) Representative coronal section of SCN from control mouse in
teins in the SCN. Strong induction of c-Fos-ir in thedim red light sampled at ZT 24 shows restricted nuclear immunore-
retinorecipient SCN occurred regardless of whether theactivity to mPER1 in dorsal cells. Scale bar, 200 mm.
anticipated behavioral response was large or modest(b) Following exposure to a strong resetting light pulse (12 hr of
light, 220 mW/cm2), the dorsal mPER1-ir is absent and expression delays or small advances. Robust induction of mPer1
of mPER1 is concentrated in the ventrolateral, retinorecipient divi- mRNA was also seen under all conditions, whereas in-
sion of the SCN. duction of mPer2 mRNA was phase dependent, associ-
(c) Immunostaining for c-Fos demonstrates overlap between
ated with both small and large delays but not with smallmPER1-ir and the zone of c-Fos induction by a strong resetting
advances (caused by light pulses delivered at ZT 22).pulse.
The induction of mPer1 mRNA by the delaying and ad-(d) mPER2-ir in control animals sampled at ZT 24 is also limited to
the dorsal SCN, as seen for mPER1. vancing pulses was followed by delayed, but neverthe-
(e) In animals exposed to a strong resetting pulse, mPER2-ir nuclei less significant, increases in mPER1-ir in the retinorecip-
are distributed throughout the SCN, not just in the ventrolateral ient SCN. In contrast, despite the large induction of
division, and are more abundant than those expressing mPER1 after
mPer2 mRNA at ZT 14, the trend for increased mPER2-the 12 hr exposure to light (compare with [b]).
ir did not reach statistical significance, and the brief(f and g) High-power views of mPER2-ir profiles reveal many neurons
pulse at ZT 22 that failed to induce mPer2 mRNA didwith both nuclear and extensive cytoplasmic staining.
not affect mPER2-ir. mPER2-ir was not totally refractory
to light, however, because extended illumination did
cause a significant increase in both mPer2 mRNA andprotein. This intracellular distribution was not seen at
mPER2-ir. mTIM levels in the SCN remained unaffectedother circadian times.
by the strong resetting pulse. Collectively, these data
identify mPer1/mPER1 as the most light-reactive ele-
ments of the circadian loop.Discussion
With phase-delaying light pulses, it is not easy to
determine whether enhanced mPER1-ir is a conse-The analysis of clock proteins has greatly increased our
quence or a cause of the shift. The photic induction ofunderstanding of an SCN clock mechanism. Our protein
mPER1 protein at ZT 22, however, could not be ex-data show that in the SCN, the nuclear levels of mPER2
plained as a consequence of the advance of the endoge-and probably mPER3 (based on Western blot data), but
nous cycle because the 0.5 hr behavioral shift wouldnot mTIM, exhibit pronounced circadian rhythms that
not drive the clock to a phase with significantly moreare synchronous to those reported previously for the
mPER1 expression. It is more likely that the inducedmPER1 and mCRY proteins (Hastings et al., 1999; Kume
mPER1 expression plays a role in causing the shift. Thiset al., 1999). The synchronous nuclear oscillations of the
is consistent with the observed blockade to resettingmPER and mCRY proteins thereby offer the potential
by local treatment of the SCN with antisense oligonucle-for various clock protein interactions. Indeed, our coim-
otides to mPer1 (Akiyama et al., 1999).munoprecipitation studies show that native mPER and
The present results indicate a model in which themCRY proteins interact in the SCN in vivo as described
primary event initiated by light is induction of mPer1 andin vitro, forming temporally restricted complexes that
mPer2 gene expression. mPer expression was activatedimpose circadian periodicity on downstream transcrip-
by light in the presence of high levels of mPER andtional events, including the expression of their own
mCRY proteins both at ZT 14 and with the extendedgenes and clock-controlled output genes (e.g., pre-pro-
pressophysin; Jin et al., 1999). pulse commencing at ZT 12. This suggests that direct
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photic activation of the gene can override ongoing nega- perhaps by inhibition of proteosome-mediated proteoly-
sis (Gastel et al., 1998).tive feedback exercised by these proteins. The induction
of mPer gene expression in the retinorecipient SCN was A model of the mammalian clock can now be pro-
posed that has the mCry/mCRY loop at its heart, butpresumably mediated by glutamatergic activation through
a well-characterized signaling cascade involving cal- these components are themselves ªblindº to light. The
critical role of the mPer/mPER loop is to confer photiccium-induced activation of transcriptional regulators
CREB and MAP kinases (Ginty et al., 1993; Obrietan et sensitivity to the mCry/mCRY loop. It achieves this be-
cause the mPer genes are upregulated by light, therebyal., 1998).
In general terms, it is clear that induction of mPer on altering mPER/mCRY-dependent regulation of the mCry/
mCRY loop. The amplitude of the phase shift is likelythe falling phase of the mRNA cycle will cause a delay,
while induction of mRNA after the nadir will cause a pre- determined by the limited and delayed increase in mPER
abundance. The demonstration of attenuated resettingmature increase, thereby advancing the cycle (Shearman
et al., 1997; Shigeyoshi et al., 1997). While this model in vivo and in vitro following suppression of mPER1
expression using antisense oligonucleotides providesaccurately describes the direction of resetting, there
is not a reliable relationship between the amplitude of strong support for this model (Akiyama et al., 1999).
Conversely, resetting by nonphotic cues is associatedbehavioral shift and the extent of mPer induction. In-
deed, the levels of mPer1 and mPer2 gene expression with acute suppression of mPer1 and mPer2 expression
in the SCN (Maywood et al., 1999). Collectively, theseobserved following brief light pulses are comparable to
peak daytime levels. If circadian phase was dictated data highlight a core role of mPer1 products in mamma-
lian clock-resetting mechanisms.solely by mPer mRNA levels, brief light pulses should
be capable of shifting the clock by up to 12 hr. Clearly, The present study makes a clear distinction between
resetting processes in the fly and mammal. In the fly,this does not happen, and Shigeyoshi et al. (1997) pro-
posed that incomplete translation of mRNA into active light regulates the rhythm of dCRY (which is elevated
in constant darkness; Emery et al., 1998), dCRY/dTIMprotein may be one reason for this attenuation of the
behavioral response. The current study demonstrates interactions are light dependent (Ceriani et al., 1999),
and the photic degradation of dTIM is thought to be athat the protein response is indeed blunted relative to
the alterations in mRNA. primary event in resetting (reviewed by Dunlap, 1999).
The refractoriness of mTIM to acute and prolonged lightThe blunted mPER protein expression after brief
pulses may arise from reduced mRNA stability or rapid pulses reported here contrasts with the fly clock, but is
consistent with the insensitivity of mTIM to entraininginactivation of mPER protein induced during subjective
night. Alternatively, the inability to detect short-latency light±dark cycles reported elsewhere (Hastings et al.,
1999). In mammals, mCRY is not light sensitive eitherchanges in the number of mPER-ir nuclei may simply
reflect difficulty in detecting increased mPER expres- in vitro (Griffin et al., 1999) or in vivo (present study).
Instead, mCRY appears to have taken on molecularsion against a high background level of the endogenous
cycle. The most direct evidence for a relatively rapid functions exercised in the fly clock by dTIM, such as
nuclear translocation of mPER and inhibition of CLOCK/photic induction of mPER1 occurs 4 hr after a light pulse
BMAL-mediated transcription (Kume et al., 1999) but notat ZT 22. In this case, mPER1 levels were low at the
light responsiveness. Thus, over the course of evolution,time of the pulse, supporting the interpretation that the
there has been a substantial reshuffling of specific func-mPER1-ir was elevated because of sequential transcrip-
tions between structurally homologous components oftion (mRNA levels were increased) and translation,
the fly and mammalian circadian clocks.rather than stabilization of preexisting mPER1. The ob-
served increases in mPER1-ir 4 and 9 hr after light pulses
Experimental Proceduresat ZT 22 and ZT 14, respectively, are comparable to
the 4±6 hr lag between the peaks of mPer1 mRNA and
All experimental manipulations were conducted under license by
protein levels in the daily cycle (see Figure 1), suggesting the Home Office (UK), in accordance with the Animals (Scientific
that there are appreciable processing delays between Procedures) Act, 1986, and the University of Cambridge code of
transcription and appearance of nuclear mPER1-ir. practice for scientific procedures on animals. Adult male CD1(ICR)
mice (Harlan Olac, UK) purchased at 6 weeks of age were housedIn contrast to the regulation of mPER1, the increased
individually or in groups of six to ten, with food and water availablelevel of mCRY1-ir observed 9 hr after a brief pulse at
ad libitum, in light-proof, ventilated chambers, under a 12 hr brightZT 14 is more likely due to altered protein stability than
white light (220 mW/cm2) and 12 hr dim red light (,5 mW/cm2) cycle.
de novo synthesis. Brief exposure to light at ZT 14 or To confirm entrainment and to monitor free-running activity patterns
ZT 22 (present study) or CT 16 (Shearman et al., 1999, on release to constant dim red light, the cages were equipped with
passive infrared movement detectors (for groups) or running wheelsSoc. Neurosci., abstract) does not lead to acute induc-
(for individuals) linked to a computerized activity recording systemtion of mCry1 or mCry2 mRNA in the mouse SCN. Given
(Dataquest IV, Data Sciences, Frankfurt, Germany). Under entrainedthe ability of mPER and mCRY1 to associate (Kume et
conditions, lights off was defined as ZT 12, whereas CT 12 indicated
al., 1999; present study), the proposed increased avail- onset of activity under free-running conditions. At defined phases
ability of newly synthesized mPER1 following a light relative to the lighting schedule or the activity profile, mice were
positioned under a bright white light source (220 mW/cm2) and leftpulse may prevent degradation and help sustain mCRY1
for either 15 min or 12 hr before being placed in constant dim redlevels. The anatomical distribution of the mCRY1-ir nu-
light (,5 mW/cm2) until sacrifice by anesthesia or cervical disloca-clei 9 hr after light exposure at ZT 14 appears identical
tion. Brains for immunocytochemistry were obtained following trans-
to the distribution of light-induced mPER1-ir at this time, cardial perfusion fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde under terminal
consistent with the hypothesis that mutual stabilization anesthesia. Unfixed tissue for Western blot was obtained by micro-
dissection of 1 mm cortical or hypothalamic tissue slices obtainedof the proteins overrides their clock-regulated decline,
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using a brain matrix, followed by freezing until use. Brains for in situ background on adjacent hypothalamus, using the NIH Image soft-
ware. Differences between groups were assessed by one- and two-hybridization were frozen rapidly prior to sectioning.
way ANOVA and post hoc Dunnett's t tests. Sense probes generated
no specific image.Western Blots
Microdissected tissue (SCN or piriform cortex) was homogenized
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